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0. Preliminary. The Soviet physician P. L. KAPICA investigated the motion of 
a mathematical pendulum the point of hanging of which oscillated in vertical 
direction with a large frequency and small amplitude. The equation of such a pendu­
lum reads 
à = {gL~^ - ALT^cD^ sin œi) sin S 
(see fig. 1). 
Kapica substituted the solution of this equation when ш is large and A small (more 
precisely: со -> oo and Aco = const.) by the solution of 
в = {gL-^ - \L-^A^CO^ COS в) sin в . 
The same equations were investigated by N. N. BOGOLYUBOV and Yu. A. MITRO-
POESKIJ [1, pp. 344 — 348] by means of the averaging method; the authors made use 
of a substitution of a very special form. 
S. LoJASiEWicz in his paper [7] formulated and proved a general theorem on 
equations of the second order which are analogous to those mentioned above. He 
made use of the following essential facts: The quickly oscillating function (p{0, t, w) 
(in the case mentioned above the function — ALT ^co^ sin cot sin O) is sufficiently 
smooth in O, periodic in t with a period of order co~^ and has zero mean value: 
(p{e, r, со) df = 0 , 
The aim of the present paper is to prove some similar results. The most important 
assumption on the quickly oscillating right-hand term (p{0, t, œ) will be the conver-
gence of the second primitive function of (p with respect to the time variable t to zero 
(when CO -> oo) and the boundedness of the first primitive function independently 
o f CO. 
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We will make use of the concepts and methods that have been introduced by J. 
KURZWEIL [3] —[6]. Therefore, let us recollect the definition and fundamental 
properties of the generalized integral in the required form. 
Let U(T, a) be a function of two variables defined on a square (T^, T2) x <Ti, Г2). 
Let Tj ^ 1̂ < 2̂ ^ ^2- Let us form a sequence of divisions 
where t^ = â "̂  ^ т[;> ^ â /'̂  ^ т̂ "̂  ^ ... ^ т1"1, й 
^ a<"> = 2̂ such that 
lim max |а^Д\ - a '̂']! = 0 . 
n~*oo 1 = 0,1 ,...,/J—1 
Definition. If there exists the limit of the sequence 
of sums 
i = 0 
independent of the choice of the sequence of divi­
sions A„, we call it the generalized (Riemann) inte­
gral of the function U with respect a over the 
interval <^i, 2̂> ^^^ write Fig. 1. 
lim Е [ 1 / ( т П а 1 " Л ) - ^ / ( т П а П ] -
я->оо i=0 
D, 1/(T, a) 
It is evident that the generalized integral — if it exists — can be approximated with 
an arbitrary accuracy by a sum 
i=0 
where t^ = ŒQ ^ a^ ^ .,. S ^n-i й (^n = h if only max |a^ + i — a,| is small 
enough (i = 0, 1, 2, ... , n — 1). 
On the existence of the generalized integral and on its relation to the usual Riemann 
integral there holds (cf. [6], Lemma 1): 
0.1. If in an interval (^Ti, T^) there exists a continuous partial derivative of 
C/(T, a) with respect to a: dUlda = и(т, er), then J Jj D„ С/(т, er) exists and 
[, D, U{x, <T) = м(ог, (T) d(T . 
(On the right-hand side is a usual Riemann integral.) 
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Further, a theorem on integration by parts holds (see [4]): 
0.2. Let two of integrals 
Г Ъ , и ( т , ( т ) , ГЪ,1 / (т , (т ) , ГвУ{т,а) 
J ti J f 1 J ti 
where 
F(T, a) = (/(T, T) - C/(T, a) - U{(T, T) + U{a, a) , 
Г Ъ , С/(т, (т) = f \ С/*(т, (т) , С/*(т, а) = 1[/(а, т) 
Jti J ri 
exist. (As JD^F = J D^F evidently, we may write simply JDF.) Then the third integral 
exists, too, and the following equation holds: 
p D , U(T, a) + p D , [/(T, (T) = U{t2, h) - 1/(^1, t,) - p D F(T, a ) . 
J ti J ti J ti 
N o t e . If the both partial derivatives of 17(т, a) exist and are continuous then 
f ; ^ D F = 0 ( c f . 0.1). 
Finally, let us mention an important approximation of a generalized integral by 
means of the values of an integrand at the end-points of the interval: 
0.3. For a function L/(T, a) defined on a square <Ti, Т2У x <Ti, Т2У let hold 
\U{r + rj, a + ri) - U{T + Г], a) ~ 1/(т, a + rj) + U{T, a)\ g Crj^ 
for 0 < rj < rjQ. T h e n jl] D ^ 1/(т, a ) , Ti ^ r^ ^ Г2 ^ '^2 exists a n d 
I { \ U{T, a) - U{t,, t^) + U{t,, tA й C{t2 ~ hY 
holds. 
This theorem is a direct consequence of Theorem 3,1 [3, p. 432] or of Theorem 1 
[6, p. 565]. 
1. We shall investigate a differential equation of the second order 
(1) X = f{x, t, X) + (p{x, t, X) 
the functions / , cp being defined for xe G (G an open subset of E„), te <5, T>, 
0 < A ̂  Ao ^^^ continuous in (x, )̂ on G x <s, T>.*) 
Function / (x , f, A) let be bounded in all its definition domain by a constant K^ 
independent of A: 
(2) \f{x,t,X)\ UK,. 
The following assumptions will be put on the function (p(x, t, X): 
i) There exist functions Ф, P, Ф ,̂ P^ of {x, t, X) defined on G x <s, T> x (0, XQ} 
*) Their moduli of continuity may in general depend on Я. 
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and continuous on G x <s, T> such that 
(3) (p{x, t,X) = — , 
dt 
Ф ( х , и ) = ^ , ФДхЛ,А) = ^ 
et dt 
where an index x denotes the partial derivative with respect to the variable x, 
ii) The functions Ф and Ф^ are bounded in all their definition domain by 
a constant K^ independent of Я: 
(4) |Ф(х, f, X)\ й К, , Щх, t, X)\ й К, . 
iii) There holds 
(5) lim P{x,t, A) = О , lim P^(x, t, X) = О 
uniformly on G X <s, T>. 
iv) There exist У̂о > ^ ^^^ ^ continuous nondecreasing function œ(rj) on <0, f|o>» 
co(0) = 0 such that for 1̂2 "~ ^il ^ ^o? 1̂ 2 ~ ^il ^ ^o ^^^ f^r ail A e (0, Яо) 
(6) \P{x„t„X) -P{x,,t2,X) -P{x2,t„X) +P{x2,t2^)\ й 
й 1̂2 - tx\0)(\X2 - Xil), 
\Px{^U tu ^) - ^ . ( ^ 1 . h, Я) - P,(X2, ^1, X) + P,(X2, ^2, Я)| й 
^ 1̂2 - ^ll ^(1^2 - ^ll) • 
Equation (1) the right-hand side of which fulfils all the conditions mentioned 
above will be noted by (g). 
No re . Assumption iv) may be replaced evidently by an assumption of continuity 
of Ф̂с in X with a modulus of continuity о independent of Я. VaUdity of the first 
inequality (6) with co(rj) = K^t] follows from the assumptions i) and ii) by using the 
mean-value theorem. 
Theorem 1. Let x(t, X) be a solution of equation (Q) in the interval <s, T} with 
initial conditions x(s, X) = Xi{X), x(s, X) = X2{X) which are bounded (for 0 < X ^ XQ) 
by a constant K2 independent of X: 
(7) \х,{Х)\йК2, \ЧЩ^^2' 
Then it holds 
(8) x(r, X) = Xi(A) + \X2{X) - Ф{х^{Х\ 5, Я)] (̂  - s) + 
J s j i 
+ /(x(ö-, Я), О, X) do- dr ~ 
J s J s 
ФХХ{(Т, X), (T, X) Ф(х{(т, я), а, X) da d i + о(1). 
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N o t e Symbol o{X'^) means any function v(x, t, X) such that lim л "" v(x, t, Я) = 0 
A->0 + 
uniformly on G X <s, T>; o(l) = o(A^). 
Proof. According to 0.1 there is 
I ^(X(T, A), T, A) dr 
D , Ф(х(т, A), (J, A) 
D , Ф(х(т, A), (T, A) = 
Therefore we may write 
(9) x{t. A) = 3c2(A) + / (X(T , A), T, A) dt + 
According to 0.2 and the following note there is 
D„ Ф(х{т, X), <j, X) = Ф{х(1, À), t, X) - Ф(х1(Я), s, А) - D, Ф(х(т, Я), «т, А) 
J S J S 
which substituted into (9) gives 
x{t, A) = X2(A) + / (X(T, A), T, A) d i + Ф(х(^ A), t, A) - Ф(х1(А), s, A) -
- D, Ф(х(т, A), (T, A). 
J s 
If we make use of the identity 
D, Ф(х(т, A), a, X) = Фд (̂х(т, A), т, A) х(т, A) dt 
(see 0.1) we get 
(10) x{t, A) = X2(X) - Ф(х1(А), s, A) + / (X(T , A), T, A) di + Ф(х(^ A), t. A) -
— Фд:(х(т, A), T, A) X(T, A) dr . 
Let us substitute the right-hand side into the last integral for x(t, A) again: 
(11) x{t. A) = X2(A) - Ф{х^{Х}, s, A) + j / (X(T, A), T, A) dt + Ф(х(г, A), f, A) -
— [x2(A) — Ф{х^{Х), s, A)] Фл(л:(т, A), т, A) dt — Фд:(х(т, A), т, A). 
J s J s 
[/(х((т, А), (т, А) — Фд:(х((т, А), (т, А) х((Т,А)] da dt — 
s 
- j Ф^(х(т, A), T, A) Ф(х(г, A), T, A) d t . 
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By integration of (11) we get the final formula for the solution of (1): 
(12) x(t, A) = Xi(A) -f [ic2(A) - Ф(х1(А), s, Я)] (t - s) + I \ Дх(ог, Я), (т, Я) do- dt + 
J s J s 
+ [ Ф(х(т, Я), т, я) dx - [х2(Я) - Ф(:с1(Я), s, Я)] f f ФЛХ{(Т, Я), (т, Я) da dt -
J s J s J s 
- г ГФ,(Х((Т, А), а, Я) Г[ / (х (^ , Я), ^, Я) - Ф,(х(г, Я), ^, Я) х(^, Я)] d^ d(T dt -
J S J S J s 
— I I Фх{х{а, Я), (т, Я) Ф(х(с7, я), (7, я) dor dx . 
J s J s 
In what follows we shall make use of two lemmas. 
Lemma 1. Let u{t) be a bounded non-negative function in an interval <s, T ) , 
Ci ^ 0 ( i = 1,2,3), сз Ф 0. Let 
u(f) ^ Ci + C2(t — s) 4- Сз I u(x) dx 
/or оП t6<s , T>. Then 
^3 
Proof . We can easily assure that 
'==0 к! \i', (к+1)1 JJ^ J, ^̂ ^ ^ 
holds for all positive integers n. As the function и is bounded, the last right-hand 
side term converges to zero with n -> oo and by the limiting process we get after 
evident transformations the assertion of Lemma 1. 
Lemma 2. Let s S ^ < Ъ -^ T. If we use the notation of Theorem 1, then 
(13) lim f Ф(х(|, Я), t, Я) dr = О , 
l im I Ф^(х(п Я), t, Я) dt = О, 
Proof. Let us prove e.g. the first inequality; the proof of (13) for Ф^ is quite analo­
gous. 
According to (3) and 0.1, there is 
rb (*b 
[ ^{x{t, Я), f, Я) df = [ D , P(x(x, Я), a, Я) 
Ja Ja 
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Let us choose a positive integer n and form an equidistant division of the interval 
a = OCQ < oi^ < ,.. < a„«i < a„ = Ь , 
oci+i ~ oCi = ~{b - a), / = 0, 1, 2 , . . . , и - 1 . 
n 
According to the definition of the generalized integral, there is*) 
1*04 + 1 » « - 1 
D, P(X(T), a) = Um Y. IH^h^ ßj^ О ' H4.h)' ßj)] = Щ'^е' «*+ О " 
- Р(х(а,),а,) + lim ^ [Р(х(т^), ;5^^0 - P{x(Tj),ßj) - P(x{^,),ßj^,) + Р(х(а,),^,.)] 
j = 0 т-*оо . where 
(14) «i = ßo й'^О й ßl u^i й "• è T^- l ^ ^m = «i+l 
is a division of interval <а^, а^+1> the norm of which (i.e. max \ßj+i — ßj\) converges 
to zero when m -^ oo. Thus, 
Г " D, P{X{T\ a ) = P(x(a,), a .^^ - P(x(a,), a,) + Z , , 
|Z,| g s u p ^ |P(X(T,.), i^ .̂̂ i) ~ P{X{TJ), ßj) - P(x(a,), ^5,^^) + P(x(a,), i5,)| 
where A is an arbitrary division (14) of <а ,̂ af+i>-
According to (6), we get immediately an estimate of Z^: 
\Z,\ ^ sup X Ii5,+1 - ßj\ CO(\X(TJ) - x(a,)|) ^ 
à j 
й lOff+l - a^l s u p C0{\x(ri2) - X(f]i)\) . 
Thus we can write 
(15) Ф(х(1, À), t, X) dil "X r'"D„PWT,l),(T,A)i 
й E |P(x(a.., A), a,.+ i, Я) - P(x(a,., Я), a,, Я)| + 
i = 0 
(b - «) sup co{\x(ri2, A) - x(/7i, A)|) 
\П2-П1\й(Ь-а)/п 
*) In what follows, we shall not mark the dependence on Я explicitly provided no misun­
derstanding can appear. 
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From (10) it follows by means of (2), (3) and (7) 
\x{t, X)\ й 2Xi + K2 + Ki(t - s) + Ki I |X(T, X)\ dT 
and hence, by Lemma 1, 
(16) \x(t, 1)1 è {2К, +K^ + l) e'̂ '('-̂ > - 1 • 
By integration we get 
(17) \x{ti2, Я) - x(»7i, X)\ й {"'ixit, X)\ dtuA \tt2 - 4il 
J m 
where A - {2K^ + K2 + 1) e^'^'^-'^- 1. 
Inequality (15) may be now rewriten in the form 
If Ф{х{г, A), t, X) dt\ И - 1 i=0 й E |Р(х(а,,Я),а,^1,Д) 
- P(x(a, ,Я), a,, A)| + (b ~ 0) o>(.4f/7 - a)//i) 
which holds for an arbitrary positive integer n and 0 < Я ̂  AQ. From this estimate 
we easily get (13). 
In fact, if 8 > 0, it is sufficient to choose n^ large enough that e.g. 
0} I A - ) 
«0 / 
lib - a) 
holds and k^ so small that |P(x, t, X)\ < ejAriQ for x e G, te <5, T> and 0 < A ^ At 
which is possible according to (5). Then 
Ф{x{t, A), t. A) at < s 
for 0 < A ^ Ai. The proof of Lemma 2 is completed. 
Let us now return to the proof of Theorem 1. 
From Lemma 2 we get immediately that all the integrals on the right-hand side 
of (12) except the first and the last ones converge to zero uniformly in {s, T) when 
A -^ 0. Let us show that for the relatively most complicated last integral. (We shall 
change the order of integration and use (4) and (16). 
[f{x{^, A), ^, A) - Ф,{х(^, A), ^, A) x{i, A)] d^ d(7 dii Ф^{х{а, A), (T, 
' s J s 
г !\fix{i, A), ̂ , Я) - Ф^С, X), i, I) x({, 1)] ^Ф^х{а, к), a, X) da d^ dt' 
J S J S J § 
< 
й (к, -f К,А) Г Г I ГЧ(х(а, А), а, А) da d^ d l = 0(1) , 
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Hence (8) holds and the proof of Theorem 1 is finished. 
Let us formulate Theorem 1 in the form analogous to that of Theorem 1 [7, 
p. 398]: 
Theorem 1*. Let x(t, X) be a solution o/(Ê) in the interval <s, T>, with the initial 
conditions x{s, X) = Xi{X),x{s,X) = X2(X). Let (l) hold for 0 < Я ̂  AQ. The functions 
f(x, t, X) and Фх{х, t, X) let fulfil the Lipschitz condition in x with a constant M 
independent of X 
Then for A > 0 sufficiently small there exists the solution y{t, X) of the equation 
y=f{y.tЛ)~ФJ^y,t,X)Ф{y.tЛ) 
in the interval <s, T> with the initial conditions y{s, X) = Xy{X), y(s, X) = X2(X), — 
— Ф{х1(Х), s, X) and 
(18) lim |x(f, Я) - y(t, X)\ = 0 
uniformly for t e <5, Г>. 
Proof. In an arbitrary interval <5, T^) in which the solution y(^t, X) exists, 
!x(f, X) - y{t, X}\ й о{1) + 
+ 
f' [ l / W ^ T , Я), a, X) - f(y(a, Я), (7, Я)] da dt 
П [Фх{х((7, Я), a, Я) Ф{х(а, Я), ö-, Я) - Фх{у((т, Я), (т, Я) Ф(};((т, Я), (т, Я)] da d t s f 
holds according to (12). Functions / and Ф^Ф are Lipschitzian in x with a constant 
independent of Я (cf. (4) and the assumption of Theorem 1). Therefore 
I x(r, Я) - y{t, X)\ g 0(1) + Ml \x{a, Я) - y((T, Я)| da d i , Mj = const. 
J 5 J £ 
The validity of (18) uniformly in <5, T^) is a simple consequence of the following 
lemma, the proof of which is quite analogous to that of Lemma 1: 
Lemma 3. Let u(t) be a bounded non-negative function in an interval <s, T>. Let 
u{t) g Co + Ci(r - s) + C2{t - sY + Сз(̂  - s)^ + â  u{a) da dx 
J sj s 
for all te i(s, r>, CQ, C ,̂ C2, C3, a Ф 0 being non-negative constants. Then 
u{t) й (co + c^a-^ + 2c2a-^ + бсза"^) e" '̂"^ .̂ 
It is evident that the validity of (18) in every interval in which y(t, X) exists guaran­
tees the existence of y(t, Я) in all the interval <5, Г> for Я > 0 sufficiently small. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
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Theorem 2. LetXi(X), x^ e G, ici(A) -> x^, Х2(Я) — 0(xi(X), s, X) -^ X2 \^hen Д ->- 0+. 
Let exist functions Н(х, t),f{x, t) defined and continuous on G x <s, Г> such that 
(19) lim Дх, t. Я) = /(x, О 
lim I Ф^(х, т, Я) Ф(х, т, Я) dt = Я(х, т) dr 
uniformly for x e G and t e <s, Г>. Functions f, Ф^ let fulfil the Lipschitz condition 
in X with a constant M independent of X. Let the equation 
(20) X = / (x , t) ~ Я(х, t) 
with initial conditions x{s) — x^, x{s) = X2 have a unique solution x{t) which is 
defined on <5, T>. 
Then for all X > 0 sufficiently small there exists the solution x(t, Я) of (2) in 
<5, T> with initial conditions x(s, Я) = :̂ 1(Я), x(5, Я) = Х2(Я) anJ 
(21) lim x{t, Я) = x{t) , 
lim [x(r, Я) - Ф(х(г, Я), Г, Я)] = х(^) 
/гоИ« uniformly on <s, Т>. 
Proof. If we prove that (21) holds uniformly in an arbitrary interval <5, T^} such 
that for Я > 0 sufficiently small the solution x(t, Я) with the given initial conditions 
exists (and belongs to G) for all t e <5, T^), then it is evident that x(^, Я) exists and 
(21) holds in all the interval <5, Г>.*) Consequently, it is sufficient to prove (21) 
under the assumption that x(^, Я) exists in the whole interval <5, T>. 
From (17) and from the assumption of the convergence of the initial conditions it 
follows that the set of all x(t, Я) on the interval <5, T>, 0 < Я g Яо is uniformly 
bounded and equicontinuous. According to the Arzela's lemma it is thus possible to 
choose from it a convergent sequence of functions. We shall prove that the function 
x(t) given by 
/(x((j), cr) d(T di — Я(х(сг), a) da d t 
s J s J s 
is a (uniform) limit of every convergent sequence of functions x(^, Я„) with À„ -^ 0+. 
From this and from the unicity of the solution of equation (20) the assertion of Theo-
rem 2 follows. 
For the sake of simplicity let us denote Ф^Ф = T and write Я instead of Я„. 




(23) \x(t. X) ^ X(t)\ й 0(1) + I Г Г[/(Х((7, X), (Т, X) - /(x((7), (Т)] d(T drl 
IJ s J s j 
|J S J S I 
according to the convergence of the initial conditions, (8) and (22). As /(x, t, X) 
fulfils the Lipschitz condition in x, 
| /(x(a, Я), (Г, Я) - f{x{(7), (7)1 ^ |/(X((T, Я), (7, Я) - /(X((7), (7, A)| + 





Г Г[/(х(а, Я), a. Я) - /(x(ff), (т)] da dr 
J S J S 
|x((7, Я) - X(G)\ da dt 
g 0(1) + 
+ M 
+ 
П [Т{х{а, Я), ff, Я) - H{x{ff),ff)']dffdT S 
й\ \ Щх{а, Я), а. Я) - ¥'(х((т), а, Я)| der dr 
J S J S 
J S I J S I 
The first right-hand integral can be estimated analogously as in the case of function / 
according to the fact that W fulfils the Lipschitz condition in x, (The functions Ф 
and Фд. are Lipschitzian and bounded; without any loss of generality we may assume 
that the Lipschitz constant of !F is M again.) To get a suitable estimate for the second 
right-hand integral in (25), we shall proceed in the following way: 
Choose an arbitrary positive integer n and construct an equidistant division of the 
interval <5, т>: 
s = to < ti < ... < t„^i < t„ = T, r̂ +i - ti = 
Then 
(26) 
((• = 1,2, . . . , n - 1) . 
+ 
Г['р(х(<7), ff. Я) - H{x(ff), ff)] dff\ s"j: Г " ' [ x ] d a U 
r"[«f(x(f,.), ff, X) - H(x{tt), ff)] d(T + I Г " [H(x(f,), or) - H(x{ff), ff)} dffll 
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holds. The first and the last integral are estimated by the difference \x(a) — x{ti)\ the 
function W being Lipschitzian in x with respect to our assumptions. According to (17), 
the first integral can be majorized by the sum 
Л - 1 
1 = 0 
YMA{t,,,-t^' 
We can majorize similarly even the last integral. In fact, as for all t^^, t* e <5, T> 
there is 
I [H{x2, t) - Я(х1, t)] dî = lim | [W{x2, t, X) - Цх^, t, X)] dt, 
* I 
[<P(X2, (, Я) - ï '(x„ t. A)] dtl й M\X2 - x,| |(* - r j , 
there is also 
(27) H{xi, t)] at й M\X2 - xil \t* - t^\ . 
Denote ̂ (х(т), t) = Ц H{x{r), a) da; then dJ^ldt = Я(.х(т), t) and thus, with respect 
to 0.1, 
T D , Ж(х(т), (T) = Г я ( х ( 4 <T) d(T. 
Hence, we can rewrite (27) in the form 
\Jf(x2, t*) - je{xi, t*) - Щх2, г*) + Ж{х1, t^)\ й М\Х2 - xil \t* - (*| . 
Substituting here Xj = x{t*), Xj = x(t^), we get by means of (17) 
\je{x{t*), <*) - je{x{t^), t*) - Щх{1*), t^) + je{x{t^), t^)\ ^ MA\t* - <j^ 




В,Ж{х{т1 a) - ^(x(r,), t,^,) + ^(x(t,), f;) MÄit,^,^t,Y. 
The sum of the first and the third right-hand integrals of (26) is in this way majorized 
by the sum 
IMA X (r,̂  , - t)^ = IMA \i~^ 
i = 0 И 
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so that (26) may be writen in the following way: 
{\Цх{а), a, X) - H{x{a), ff)] dJ g 2MA i'^^^:^ 
\L I и 
From this it follows analogously as in the proof of Lemma 2 
I mxla), a, X) - H{X{(T), a)] d<T = o(l) . 
\J S I 
Substituting this result into (25), we get 
+ n o{i), 
Г t\w{x{a, Я), (T, Я) - H{x{al a)] da dr й о{1) + M |x(ö-, X) - x{a)\ da dx . 
Making use of the analogous estimate (24) for the function / , (23) is transformed into 
the form 
\x{t, X) - x{t)\ s o(i) + 2M\ \ \x{a, X) - x{a)\ da dr . 
J s J s 
The first part of the assertion of Theorem 2 is now an obvious consequence of 
Lemma 3. 
The second part of the assertion follows quite similarly from (11), for according 
to Lemma 2 and to the assumptions of Theorem 2 there is 
\x(t, X) - 0{x(t, X), t, X) - x{t)\ й o{i) + Г[/(^(т, Я), T, X) - /(х(т), т)] d l 
+ !\W(X(T, Я), T, X) - Н{х{х), т)] dt . 
J s I 
From this inequality we get 
\x{t, X) - Ф(х(г, Я), Г, X) - x{t)\ й о{1) + 2М Г |х(т, X) ~ х(х)\ dx = 
= о(1) + 2М \х{а, X) - Ф{х{а, Я), а, Я) - хЫ)\ du dx 
J s J s 
by means of estimates analogous to (24) and (27) and by Lemma 2, as 
|X(T, Я) - x{x)\ dt = \x{a, X) - Ф(х(а, Я), a, X) - x{a)\ do- dr + o( l ) . 
J s J s J s 
From Lemma 3, the second part of (21) follows immediately. 
13« 
2. In this section we deduce some estimates for the convergence of the solution of 
equation (1) when Я -^ 0+. For the sake of simphcity we assume that neither the 
initial conditions nor the function / depend on Я. 
Theorem 3. In equation (Ê) let be / (x , t, Я) = / (x, t). The function œ from the 
assumption iv) let be linear, i.e. co(fi) — K^rj. Further let hold 
(28) \P(x, t, 1)1 й BX , \P^{x, t, À)\ й ВХ , 
I Щх, T, я) - Я(х, т)] dt < ВХ 
for all xeG, te <s, Т> and Я e (О, Яо>. 
Let XiE G, Х2(Я) — Ф{х1, s, Я) = Х2. Then, if the assumptions of Theorem 2 are 
fulfilled, an estimate 
\x(t, Я) - x{t)\ й 
M. V(2M) 
Ля^+о(1). 
holds for all X > 0 sufficiently small and all t e <5, T>, where x{t, Я) and x[t) are 
solutions of (l), (20), respectively, with the initial conditions x^, Х2(Я); x^, X2, 
respectively. (0(1) means a function of (x, t, Я) which is bounded independently 
of À for xe G and t e (s, Г>.) 
Proof. If all assumptions of Theorem 2 are fulfilled, then it follows from (12) 
(29) \x(t, Я) - x{t)\ ^ Ф{х{т, Я), T, Я) dt + \х2 ФМ^^ ^1 ^' ^) ^^ ^^1 + 
IJ s I 1 J s J s 
I [' ['фДх(а, Я), а, X) ï\fix{è, X), ^) -
\jsjs J s 
- х{1 X) Ф,{х{^, X), ^, Я)] d^ d(T dT + 
I Г Г[/(х(а, X), а) - f{x{a), а)] da dt 
^[^(^(ff, X), a, X) - H(X{(T), 0-)] d(T d t 




where ÎF = Ф^Ф again. 
The first right-hand integral may be writen as a generalized integral (cf. proof of 
Lemma 2) Ĵ  D^ ^(^(^, >̂ )? Ö̂» ^)- ^ s continuous partial derivative dPjdx = P^ 
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exists, we may write (see 0.2) 
(30) Гв„ P{x{r, X), a, Я) = P(x(f, A), t, Я) - P{x^, s, X) - Г о , Р(х(т, Я), a, Я) 
IJ S I I J S 
\P{x{t,X),t,X}\ + |P(xi,s,A)| + РДх(т, я), т, Я) х(т, Я) dil 
Further, 
Г I 
Ф(х(т, я), т, Я) dt ^ 2ВЯ + ЛБЯ(г - s) = 0(1) Я 
according to (16) and (28). If we write Ф^, P^ instead of Ф, P in (15), we get an estimate 
for the second integral 
Х2(Я) Фу,(х{(т, Я), о-. Я) der dr 
I J sj s 
^ ^2 Г2пВЯ(г - 5) + K^A ^ ^ 1 
and similarly, after changing the order of integration, we get for the third integral as 
in the proof of Theorem 1 
Г [ Ч Г [ / ~ ^ ^ J de dor dl й К,{\ + А)\пВХ{ t - sf -\- K^Ä 
(t - sfl . 
12n ]•• 
n may be chosen arbitrarily in each of this estimates. 
Still it remains to estimate the last two integrals. By the assumptions of Theorem 2 
there is 
[/(x((7, Я), (T) - f{x{(T), (x)] d(j d i ^ M |x((T, Я) ~ x{a)\ da d i . 
IJ s J s I J s J s 
For the last integral we get from (25) and (26) 
n [«P(x(a, Я), (7, Я) - H{x{a), a)] da dt ^ s I 
M I I |x((T, Я) - x(a)\dadT. (t - sY й nBX{t - 5) + 2ЛМ ^ =^ + 
3n 
Three of the deduced estimates contain terms of the form cXn + dn~^. We can 
assure easily that such a term reaches its minimum for n = ^(^/сЯ); this minimum 
is course, here n is not necessarily aninteger.Neverthless, if we choose 
such an n that ^/{dlc}) < n ^ -s/[d/cX) + 1, there is obviously cXn + dn~^ = 
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== 2 \/{cdX) + z where z = 0(1) Я. If we choose n in our estimates in this way, we get 
\x{t, X) - x(Ol ^ / ( y ) {2[^2 ч/(2/^з) + N / ( 2 M ) ] (f - 5)̂  + 
+ K^ J{Ki) (1 + Л) (f - sf) Я* + 0(1) ;. + 2M I I |x((T, Я) - X((T)| d(T dr . 
J 5 J S 
The assertion of Theorem 3 is a consequence of Lemma 3. 
Note . The exponent | in Theorem 3 cannot be improved in general. As an example 
we may take the equation 
X = A^cos[A"^(f - x)] . 
It can be shown easily that for the solution of this equation with the initial conditions 
XI(A) = JCi = 0, X2W = ^2 = 1 1̂1 inequality 
\x{u Я) - x{t)\ й KX' 
holds with у — \ but does not hold for any 7 > | . x{t) is the solution of the limit 
equation x = 0.) 
Neverthless, the assumptions of Theorem 3 need not be strengthened much in 
order to gQi 
Theorem 4. For equation (Ê) let the assumptions of Theorem 3 hold. Further, let 
exist functions P^x = d^'Pjdx^', W^, H^ continuous in (x, t) for which 
|P,,(x, t, X)\ g БЯ , ['F^(A-, T, X) - H{x, T)] dt < BX 
forallxeG,te(s,TyandO<X^Ào.Then 
(31) |x(r, A) - x(t)\ й 
< Г2 + ^ + -̂  + ^^2 ^ Л{1 + iC )̂ 4- 2^,(1 + Ä) ^ AK,{1 + Ä)l ß^^,V2MKt-s, 
I N / ( 2 M ) 2 M 2 М У ( 2 М ) ] 
Proof. We make again use of (12) and (29), respectively. If we estimate all the 
right-hand integrals analogously as fj Ф(х(т, Я), т, X) dt in (30), we get 
\x(t, X) - x{t)\ й[2 + Ä{t - s)] ВХ + {1 + K2) [2(t ~ 5) + f Л(Г - 5)^] BX + 
+ iCi(l + Ä) [{t - s)^ + |A(r - s)^] БЯ + 2M Г Г|х((г, Я) - х{(т)\ da dt 
J s J s 
and (31) follows from Lemma 3. 
3« Let us turn now to the case when the function / i n (1) depends also on the first 
derivative of the solution, i.e. on x. The difference of this case from the case just 
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investigated follows — roughly speaking — from the fact that the function Ф does 
not in general converge to zero when A -^ 0 and, consequently, jc(/, X) -> x(t) is not 
valid. 
The differential equation 
(10 X = /(x, X, t, X) + (p{x, t, X) 
will be denoted by (2') if its right-hand side fulfils the following conditions: 
The function/(x, y, t, X) is defined for x e G, j ; e G\ t e <s, Г>, Я e (0, Яо), G and G' 
being open subsets of E„. Further, / is continuous in (x, y, t) on G x G' x (s, T> 
for all À e (0, Яо) ^^^ bounded in all its definition domain: 
|/(x, y, r, X)\ UK,, 
The function (p(x, t, X) is defined on G x <5, T} x (0, Яо> continuous in (x, t) 
on G X <s, T> and fulfils conditions i)—iv) from sec. 1 (p. 126—127). 
The proof of the following theorem is quite analogous to that of Theorem 1: 
Theorem 5. Let x[t, X) be a solution of {^') in the interval <5, Г> with initial 
conditions x(s, Я) = x,(X), x(s, Я) = Х2(Я). Let (7) hold for 0 < Я g Яо- Then 
x(r. Я) = Х1(Я) + [х2(Я) - Ф(х1(Я), s, Я)] (̂  - s) 4-
+ f f/(x((T,Я),x((7,Я),(T,Я)d(Tdт -
J s J s 
J s J s 
Ф^{х{(7, Я), а, Я) Ф(х((т, Я), (т, Я) da dt + o(l) 
Theorem 6. Le^ x^ e G, X2 e G', Х1(Я) -^ x^, Х2(Я) — Ф(х1(Я), 5, Я) -> Хг wh^n 
Я->0^, G'3E[3; ; i>; |g |x2H-i^i] . 
L^̂  ^йеге exist functions Щх, t), ß(x, y, f) defined and continuous on G x <s, T), 
G X G' X <s, T>, respectively and such that 
lim Ф (̂х, T, я) Ф(х, T, Я) dt = Я(х, т) d t , 
Ui J ri 
lim Дх, j ; + Ф(х, т, Я), ^ Я) dt = (̂ 2 - ^i) Ô(x, у, t) 
uniformly in the whole definition domain. 
The functions f and Ф^ let fulfil the Lipschitz condition with respect to x and f 
with respect to у and t too, with a constant M independent of X, 
Let the equation 
(32) X = ß(x, X, t) ~ Я(х, t) 
have a unique solution with the initial conditions x(s) = x^, x(s) = X2, defined on 
the whole interval <s, T>. 
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Then for all X > 0 sufficiently small the solution x(t, X) of {Q,') with the initial 
conditions x(s, Я) = Xi(A), x(s, Я) = X2f>i) exists. Further, 
(33) lim x(t^ X) = x(t), 
;.->o + 
lim [x{t, X) - Ф{x{t, X), t, X)] = x(t) 
holds uniformly on <s, Г>. 
Proof. Assume first of all that the following assertion holds: 
Let <5, Ti> c= <s, r > be an interval on which the solution of (@') with the required 
initial conditions exists. Then Theorem 6 holds if we write <s, T^} instead of <s, T>. 
It is obvious then that (33) guarantees the existence of the solution x(t, X) on the 
whole interval <5, T>. Thus, Theorem 6 will be proved (similarly as Theorem 2) if we 
prove (33) under assumption that for all Я > 0 sufficiently small the solution 
x(t, X) fulfillng our conditions exists on the whole interval <5, T) . 
Denote X(t, X) = x(t, X) — Ф(x(t, X), t, X). First we prove the second formula (33), 
i.e. 
lim \X{t, X) - x{t)\ = 0 
я->о + 
uniformly on <5, T>. 
Quite similarly as in Theorem 2 we prove a relation analogous to (11). As x(t, X) 
belongs to G\ there is | / | ^ K^ and (17) holds*). Lemma 2 is therefore valid unchang­
ed for equation (6'). From it follows 
(34) \X{t, X) - x{t)\ й o(l) + 
- Q(X{T), X{T), T)] dr 
f [ / (X(T, Я), X(T, Я) + Ф(х(т, Я), T, Я), T, Я) 
- [W(X(T, Я), T, Я) - Я(х(т), т)] dT 
J s 
Denoting the first right-hand integral by J j , there holds analogously to (26): 
(35) 
- / (X(T) , x(r) + Ф(х(т), T, Я), T, Д)] dt + 
- / ( ^ ( ' 0 . ^('.•) + H<ti)' T, A), <i, A)] dT + 
+ p'CôW^O. Kt,), t,) - Q{x{x), X(T), T)] dtll 
*) If we use formulae of sec. 1 we suppose that/depends on x, too. 
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where s = t^ < t^ < ... < t„^i < t„ = t is гт equidistant division of the interval 
<s, ty. 
In what follows we make use of the fact that functions / and Q fulfil the Lipschitz 
condition in x, y, t. 
In fact,/is Lipschitzian by the assumption of Theorem 6. Further, 
1 r^ 
Q(x, y, t) =- lim /(x, у + Ф(х, т, X), Г, А) d t . 
t2 - 1̂ А-0+ J,^ 
Hence e.g. 
1 
\Q{x2,y,t)- Qix,,y,t)\ = 
lim [/(x2, у + Ф(х2, T, Я), Г, Я) - /(xi, >' + Ф(х1, т, А), t, Я)] dt g 
[/(^2. У + Ф(^2, т, А), t. А) ~ /(xi, }; + Ф(х2, т, А), Г, А)] dr + 
I V(^i , У + Ф(^2, т, А), Г, А) - /(xi, у + Ф(х1, т, А), f, А)| d t j g 
М|(Г2 - ^i) (^2 - ^;i)| + M |Ф(х2, T, A) - Ф(х1, T, A)| d t l ^ 
lim 
1̂ 2 - ^ll -̂*0 + 
1 
1̂ 2 - ^ll 
й M ( l + Kl ) |X2 - X j 
because the function Ф fulfils the Lipschitz condition in x with the constant K^ 
which bounds the partial derivative of Ф with respect to x. Analogously the validity 
of Lipschitz condition in the other variables may be proved (with the constant M). 
Now we can continue the proof of the Theorem. There is 
l^il ^ M f {|X(T, A) - X(T)| + \X(T, A) - X(T)| + , 
+ |Ф(Х(Т, A), T, A) - Ф(Х(Т), T, A)|} dr + 
+ ? | Ч 1 ) + 2M Г''[|Х(Т) » X(̂ ,)I + Î W - KU)\ + 
+ IT - t,| + |Ф(Х(Т), T, A) - Ф(Х(Г,), T, A)|] dtj . 
The function Ф is Lipschitzian in x (Ф^ is bounded). From (17) and from 
x(t) = X2 + Ô(X(T), X(T), T) dt - Я(х(т), T) dx 
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it follows that x(t) and x(t) fulfil the Lipschitz condition in t. Further, 
(36) Г|х(т, A) - X(T)| dx g f |xi(A) - x j dt + f f [X{a, X) - x(cr)] da 
J S J S J S \J S 
I j Ф{х{а, я), (т, X) do\ dt й о{1) + (Г - s) | |Х(т, А) ~ х(т)| dt 
J s J s J s 
dt + 
and hence 
\J,I ^ ci Г|Х(т, Я) - х(т)| dt + c / l Г Г " ( т - (i) dT + 0(1)1. 
By an appropriate choice of a positive integer n we prove (cf. the proof of Lemma 2) 
the following estimate for J^: 
\Ji\ йо{1) + с* Г|Х(т, Я) - X(T)| dT . 
The other integral on the right-hand side of (34) can be estimated as in the proof 
of Theorem 2 (cf. (26) and below). Making use of (36) we see immediately that an 
analogous estimate as for J^ holds so that we get altogether 
\X{t, X) - x{t)\ й o{i) + c** f |X(T, Я) - X(T)| d i . 
From Lemma 1 we get immediately (33). The validity of the first formula is now 
evident, for 
|x(^, X) — x{t)\ = \xi(X) + JC(T, X)dx — X^ — X{T) dt 
I J s J & 
й |xi(A) - XiH- f |X(T, A) - X(T)| dT + ГФ(Х(Т, A), т, A) dt 
J S \J S 
= 0(1 ) . 
This completes the proof of Theorem 6. 
Note. Let e.g. /(x, y, t, X) = ay^, (p{x, t, X) = X~^x cos Я~Ч. Then we obtain 
by direct computation 
Ф(х, t, X) = X sin X"^ t, 
lim /(x, y 4- Ф{х, T, Я), t, Я) dr = lim a \ (y + x sin Я~Ч)^ dt = 
{t2-h)<y--^lx^). 
The limit equation has the form 
X = ax ax , 
2 2 
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On the other hand, if/depends on x linearly, no resonant term appears in the limit 
equation. In fact, i f / (x , y, t, X) = a(x, t, X) y -\- b(x, t, X) then according to (5) 
Hm /(x , у + Ф(х, T, Я), Г, Я) dr = lim / (x , у, ^ А) dt 
lim а(х, Г, Я) Ф(х, т, Я) dt = (Г2 — ^1) lim / (x , у, ,̂ Я) 




4. In this section we deduce important inequalities (38) which enable us to prove 
a theorem on the existence and stability of a periodic solution of equation (2') with 
small Я. However, we have to introduce some further assumptions concerned to the 
convergence of the right-hand side of (S') and to its smoothness with respect to x, x. 
Notation. In this section, the symbol h(X) will denote an arbitrary function for 
which lim /ifЯ) = 0. 
я-*о + 
We shall say that the function (7(x, t, Я) has thé property ^ if there exists a constant 
К and a function h(X) so that 
i) \U{x,t,X)\ й h(X); 
ii) |i7(x, t, Я) - U{y, и Я)| й \ х - y\ h(X); 
iii) |l/(x, t„ Я) - C/(x, t2, Я) - U{y, fi, Я) + Dt}', t2, X)\ й K\t2 - M |x - yl ; 
iv) \U(x + M, ^1, Я) - С/(х + M, t2, Я) - [/(у + и, ^1, Я) + t/(y + и, ^2, Я) -
- и(х, t,. Я) + t/(x, Г2, Я) 4- 17(у, ^1, Я) - [/(у, Г2, Я)| ^ î K2 - ^il 1̂  - У\ M 
for all t, ti, 2̂» 9̂ У^ ^ from the definition domain of U and for 1̂2 ~ ^i|, |x2 — Xjl, |м| 
small enough. 
Theorem 7. Le^ ws /ifli;e r/ie equation (2') 
X = / (x , X, t, Я) + <p(x, t, Я) 
which fulfils all assumptions of Theorem 6. 
Ler functions P(x, ^ Я), P^x , f, Я) anti Ж(х, Г, Я) = JJ [«F(x, т, Я) - Я(х, т)] dt 
have the property SP\ the function f let fulfil the following conditions: 
i l ) 
i i i) 
й KX) ; Г f(x, и + Ф{х, T, X), t, X) àx - {t2 - f 1) Q{x, u, t) 
f \f{x, и + Ф{х, X, X\ t, X) - f{y, и + Ф(у, T, X), t, Я)] dT 
й\х-у\ h{X); - {h - t,) \_Q{x, u, î) - Q{y, u, m 
' b ) [/(^' " + ^{x, X, X), t, X) - f{x, V + Ф{х, X, X), t, Я)] dî 
|J«i 
- {h - h) [Ô(x, M, t) - Q{x, V, t)i й \u - v\ h{X); 
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iii J i/(x, t/, t, Я) - f{y, II, t, X)\ й Щх - y\; 
Ш2) | /(x, u, t, Я) - / (x, V, t, Я)| g К\и - v\; 
ivi) | /(x, u, t, X) - f(y, I/, t, Я) - / (x 4- z, w, f, Я) + fi^y + z, w, t, X)\ й K\x - y\ \z\; 
iv2) |/(x, I/, r, Я) - / (x , Î;, r, Я) - / (x, I/ + w, /, Я) + / (x , i; + w, r, X)\ й J^W - î l Kl; 
1УЗ) | / ( X , W, r, Я) - / (x , i;, r, Я) - /(з^ w, r, Я) + /(3;, z;, r, Я)| ^ Xfx - ji \u - i;| 
w//ere X is a constant, t, ^1, 2̂ ̂  {^^ T), x, >' e G, u, v e G\ \x — y\, \u — v\, \z\, \w\ 
sufficiently small. 
Further, for any two solutions x{t), y{t) of the limit equation (32) with initial 
conditions x{s) = x^, x(s) = X2; у{^) = h^ y{s) = У2^ respectively. 
(37) \x{t) - y{t)\ + |x(0 - v(Ol й R\\x - y\\ 
let hold for all t e <s, T> where R is a constant and \\u\\ denotes a norm of the vector 
(1/1,1/2) {e.g. \\ii\\ = \ui\ + IW2I). 
Let x(t), y(t) he two solutions of {32) on {s, T> with the initial conditions x^, X2; 
У1,У2, respectively, x{t, X), y{t, X) two solutions of {V) on <5, Г> with the initial 
conditions x{s, X) = x^, x{s, Я) = Х2(Я) = X2 + Ф{х1, s. Я); y{s, Я) = ) \ , y{s, Я) = 
= У2 + ^(j^i? 5̂ ^)^ respectively. 
Then for all t e <s, T> there holds 
(38) |x(r, Я) - y{t, X) - x{t) + y{t)\ й \\x - y\\ h{X), 
\X{t, X) - Y{t, X) - x{t) + y{t)\ S P - y\ Щ 
where X{t, X) = x{t, X) - 0{x{t, X), t, Я), Y{t, Я) = y{t, X) ~ Ф{y{t, Я), t, X), respect­
ively. 
Proof. In the same way as in sec. 1 we get estimates (cf. (11) and (12)) 
(39) ^ \X{t, X) - Y{t, X) - x{t) + y{t)\ й 
[ / (X(T, Я), X(T, Я), T, Я) - f{y{T, X), y{x, Я), T, Я) - /(х(т), х(т), т) + 
+ /(j(^). v('^)' '^)] d^ + [Х2(Я) Ф(х(т, Я), T, Я) - у2{Х} Ф{у(т, я), т, Я)] dr 
5 I 
|фДх(т, Я), т, я) I [/(х((т, я), x(ff, я), (Т, я) - х((т, Я) Ф,(х((т, Я), а, Я)] d«7 -
- Ф,(у(т, Я), т. Я) ["[/(^((т, Я) ̂ ((7, Я), а, Я) - у(а, Я) Ф,(Х<т, Я), а. Я)] а Д dtl + 
|J S I 
(40) |x(f, Я) - y{t. Я) - x(f) + y{t)] й 
й I Г[Ф(х(т, Я), T, Я) - Ф{у{т, Я), т, Я)] dr + f |Х(т, Я) - У(т, Я) - х(т) + y{t)\ d t . 
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We shall prove an important lemma which enables us to estimate in the same way 
(only with formal changes) the integrals on the right-hand side of (39) and (40). 
Lemma 4. Let the function U defined on G x {s, T> x (0, ÀQ} have property ^?. 
Ifw^e use the notation of Theorem 7, then 
(41) Гв,[(7(х(т, Я), (7, A) - 1/(у(т, Я), (7, Я)] 
^ \\х - J;|| h{X) + у Г | 4 т , Я) - Хт, Я) - х(т) + у(т)| d % , Я) 
where ^(т, Я) = т + 6)(т, Я), 0(т, Я) /s а non-decreasing piecewise constant function 
continuous from the left with the variation t — s,y = const. 
Proof. Let П be a positive integer, 
s = ao < â  < ... < a,j.i < a,, = f 
an equidistant division of <5, f>. As (cf. 0.3) 
JI = Г " в , [ [ / ( х ( т , Я), (7, Я) - и{у{т, Я), (т, Я)] 
J а,-
exists (î = О, 1, 2, ..., п — 1), there is 
J, = lim i W w i ^ f . ^)' ß'jl^^ )̂ - t/(K^ '̂'\ A), ßfU, X) - U{x{ßf\ X), ßf\ X) + 
fc-»oo j = 0 
+ U{yißf\X),ßf\?)] 
for any sequence of divisions a,- - ß[^^ ^ / i f ^ ... ^ j^f^i ^ ßf^ = â .+ i for which 
lim max \ß^fl^ - ßf\ = 0 . ~ 
We can easily make sure that*) 
J,. = [/(х(аг, ;.), a,.+ ,) - L/(y(a,., A), a,^.,) - L/(,x(a;, Я), a j + t/(Xoc;, / ) , a,) + Z ; , 
(42) Zi = lim i [U(x(i9;, A), ßj^,) - U{y{ßj, Я), ß^^,) - U{x{ßj, Я), /9̂ ) + 
fc-^oo j = 0 
+ V{y{ßj, Я), ß;) - [/(x(a,, Я), /?,^ i) + t/(Xa,, Я), ^ , ^ 0 + 
+ [7(x(a., Я), ^,,) - и{у[щ, X), )ß;)] . 
*) In what follows we omit the parameter Я and index к provided no misunderstanding may 
appear. 
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First let us estimate the remainder Z,-: 
|Z,.| ^ lim { X \U(x{ßj, ;.), ßj^,) - U{x{ßj, X), ßj) - U{x(ßj, X) + 
fc-^oo y = 0 
+ y(a„ X) - x{a„ 1), ßj^i) + U{x{ßj, X) + y(a„ Я) - x{a„ / ) , ßj) -
- l/(xfa„ Я), i5,.+ 0 + [/(Xa^, X), ßj^,) + l/(x(a,, A), ßj) - t/(X«,-, Я), /î,)| + 
+ Z It^Wi^r ^) + y(^b X) - x(a,, Я), ß,^,) -
i = 0 
- i;(x(i9;, X) + 3<«i, Я) - x(a,, ;.), i?,) - и(у(Д„ X), ßj^,) + U(y{ßj, X), ß^)\} . 
The first sum we estimate by iv), the second one by iii) from the definition of property i^ : 
(43) |Z,1 й lim К{ X (iSy+, - ßj) \x(a„ X) - .v(a,, Я)1 \x{ßj, Я) - л-(а„ Я)| + 
+''i:'(iß.-+i - ßj) 1 (̂«ь ^) - 3̂ «̂;. ^) - (̂î ;> ^) + y(ßr ^)\) • 
] = o 
Further, there is obviously 
\x{ai, Я) - у(а,-, Я)1 g |х(а,., Я) - у(а;. Я) - .х(а,-) + у(а;)| + |х(а,.) - у{а,)\ , 
\x{ßj. Я) - х(а,., Я)| ^ ^(^^ - «,) ^ Л(а,^1 - а,) 
because (16) and (17) holds in the same way as in sec. 1 
|x(a,., Я) - y(a,, X) - x(ßj. Я) + y{ßj, X)\ й \x{a^, Я) - y(a„ Я) - x(a,.) + у(а,)| + 
+ \x{ßj, Я) - y{ß^, Я) - x(jß,) + y{ßj)\ + |x(«,) - X«,-) - x{ß,) + y(i8,)i ; 
for the last term on the right-hand side there holds (cf. (37)) 
|x(a,) - .v(a,) - x{ßj) + y{ß;)\ = 
= |Пх(т ) -> . ( г ) )с1т | 
Ja/ I 
й {ßj ~ ce,) sup \x{t) - y{t)\ s (a, + i - a,) R\\X - y\ 
Transforming (43) with respect to (37) and to the inequalities just mentioned and 
sumarizing with respect to j if possible, we get 
\Z,\ ^ AK{a,^, - a)' [|x(a„ X) - v(a,, X) - x(a,) + y{^^\ + |x(a,) - y{^)\^ + 
+ i<"(ai+i - a/) \A^b ^ - y{^b ^ - A^b + -Vf̂ f)! + ^^(« / + 1 - ô i)̂  1И " î ll + 
+ lim KY^iß,,, - ßj) \x{ßj, X) ~ y{ßj, X) -x{ßj) + y{ßj)\ й 
k-^oo j--=0 
й Я,(а,-ц - «;)' \\x - y\\ + «2(a, + i - «,) 1х(а„ Я) - >'(а,. Я) - х(а,) + у{а-)\ + 
+ К 1" " '|x(t, Я) - Xt , Я) - х(т) + Xi:)l dt • 
J «i 
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Here (and further) the letter R (with indices) denotes a constant. 
Let us now return to the integral 
/ = f D, [1 / (X(T, X) a, X) - и(у{т, Я), a, X)] 
from inequality (41). There is 
\J\ ^ " î : |У,| utH4^b ^)' «i + i) - и{у(а„ 1), a,.+ ,) 
1 = 0 i = 0 
- L/(x(a,., Я), a,.) + U{y{a„ Л), a,.)| + " i \Z,\ . 
n - i 
• 1 
1 = 0 
Let us evaluate the first term: 
П - 1 
^"^jC/(x(a,, Я), a,^i) - t/(x(a., Я), a,) - {/(x(o(,), a, + i) + Ч4°^е' «О -
- f/(x(ai, À) + Xa,) - X'^'i)' «i + t) + f^W«,-, Я) + у(аг) - x((Xi), a,.) + 
+ C/(Xai), a,.+ i ) - t/(K«.-). «.)! + 
+ 1, \и(х{а^, X) + y{oCi) - x(xi), a,.+ ,) - [/(x(a,., À) + >;(«,.) - x(a,-), аЛ -
- C/(y(a,., X), a,.+ i) + [/(>;(«;, Я), a,.)| + 
+ X |t/(x(a,.), a, + i) - t/(Xa,-)' «.•+.)! + E It^W«.')- «.•) - t^W«0, «01 • 
i = 0 i = 0 
The first right-hand term we estimate by iv), the second by iii) and the third and fourth 
by ii), from the definition of the property ^ : 
i = 0 
+ Z (^i + i - «/) l̂ («/' )̂ - X^i' 0̂ - 4«/) + УЫ\ + 2 E l<a,) - j;(a,.)| /î(A) 
ï = 0 / = 0 
so that by (37) and by Theorem 6 
E ^ 2?îR||jc - >̂ || h(X) + АзЦх - y\\ h{X) + 
n-l 
+ E i^i+i - «/) l4«n ^) - X^b '̂ ) - 4^i) + y(o^i)\ • 
i = 0 
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Altogether, there is 
\J\ul+ V |Z,| й [2n Rh(l) + R, h{X) +.R,n-'] \\x - y\\ + 
i=--0 
n - 1 
+ (̂ 2 + 1) Z («, + , - a,) |x(a,-, Я) - X«/' )̂ - <«,) + Я«/)1 + 
i = 0 
+ iC I |х(т, Я) - у(т, Я) " х(т) + у{т)\ dr . 
Choosing п in dependence on h{X) as in Lemma 1, there is 
2n Rh{À) + Яз /1(Я) 4- ^ 4 « " ' = К^) -
The sum 
/ i - i 
E («/+ 1 - ^i) H^i- ^) - X^p Я) - x(a,.) + j;(a,.)| 
may be replaced by an integral 
\X{T, Я) - X T , Я) - X(T) + X^)l d6)(T, Я) I 
where 0(т, Я) is a non-decreasing piecewise constant function continuous from the 
left, its variation being 
n - 1 
E ( ^ i + l - ОС,) = f - 5 . 
i = 0 
Thus, the proof of Lemma is completed. 
Return now to the proof of Theorem 7. Making use of Lemma 4, let us evaluate 
the right-hand side integrals in (39). First of all let us mention that the estimate (41) 
of Lemma 4 is valid if we write P or P^ instead of U. Using the fact that 
D^P(X(T, Я), G, Я) = Г Ф{х{т, Я), т, Я) dt 
J s J s 
11 [Ф(х{т, À), X, X) - Ф{у{х, Д), т, Я)} d t й 
й \\х - у\ h{X) + у Г |x(i, Я) - у{т. Я) - х(т) + у{х)\ d % , Я) 




Let us transform the integrals in (39) so that we can malie use of these estimates. 
There is 
(45) [x2{X) Ф{х{х, X), X, X) - y^{l) Ф(у(т, X), г. A)] d 
U^) Г[Ф(х(т, X), T, Я) - Ф{у{х, X\ T, X)~\ dr 
+ Ы>) - ~УШ Ф{у{х, A), T, i ) dr 
(46) i ФJ^x{x, Я), T, Я) [/(.x((T, Я), x{a, Я), a, X) - x{a, Я) Ф^Ао, Я), ст, Я)] da -
- ФХУ{Х, Я), т. Я) Г'[/(>'(сг, Я), ^(а, Я), <7, Я) - j)((7, Я) Ф1у{а, Я), (г, Я)] d a l dt 
J S J 
[/(х((т. Я), х(а, Я), (7, я) - х((7, Я) ФДх((т, я), с7, я)] . 
Ф,(х(т, Я), т, я) dr - [/(у((т, Я), з;(о-, Я), а, Я) - з;((т, Я) Ф.,(Х<7, ^-), <7. -̂)] • 
. Г ФД};(т, Я), т, Я) d t j d(7 ^ /(х((т, Я), х((т, Я), Ö-, Я) 
+ 
[/(х((7, Я), i(cr, Я), Ö- я) - f{y(G, я), х(с7, Я), Ö-, я)] . 
. I Ф,(Хт, Я), т, Я) dT ddj + 
Г[/(у(^, Я), х((7, Я), а, Я) - /(у(а, Я), у{и. Я), (7, Я)] , 




x{(j, Я) Ф^{х{а, Я), (T, Я) [Ф^(х(т, Я), т, Я) - ФДу(т, Я), т, Я)] dt da 
J s J er 
f х(<т, Я) [Ф,{х{а, Я), (Т, Я) - Ф,{у(а, Я), а, Я)] ГФ,(У(Т, Я), т, Я) dt der 
Г[х(а, Я) - j)(a, Я)] Ф,(у{а, X), а, Я) ГФ,(З^(Т, Я), т, Я) dt da' 




The last but one integral in (39) we can estimate by (41), too: 
(47) I [<F(X(T, Я), T, X) - Цу{х, A), T, X) - H{x(r), r) + Я(.у(т), т)] dt = 
J -S 
= P D , [ V ( ^ ( ^ ' ^). Ç. )̂ - ЧУ(^' ^')' i' -̂) - H{x{r, X), г) + 
J S J S 
+ Н{у{т, X), ̂ )] dç + 
[Н(х(т, 1), т) - Н{у{х, Я), т) - Н{х{г), т) + H(Xt), т)] dt . 
The function W = (J [')f(x, т, Я) — Н[х, т)] dt has the property 3^ (cf. assumptions 
of Theorem 7) which gives us the required estimate for the first integral. Further, 
I [•P(X(T, X), T, X) - • / ' (XT, Я), T, Я) - f (.X(T), T, Я) + '/'(у(т), т, Я)] dt 
[Ф(х(т, Я), T, Я) - Ф(х(т), т, Я)] [Ф,(х(т, Я), т, Я) - ФДу(т, Я), т. Я)] dr 
ГФ(Х(Т), Т. Я) [Ф,(х(т, Я), т. Я) - Ф,(х(т), т, Я) - Ф,(у(т, Я), т, Я) + 
[Ф,(Хт, Я), т. Я) - Ф,(у(т), т. Я)] [Ф(х(т, Я), г, Я) - Ф{у(г, Я), т, Я)] dt 
'ф,{у{т), т, Я[Ф(х(т, Я), т. Я) - Ф(х(т). т, Я) - Ф(з-(т, Я), т, Я) + 
+ Ф(Хт), т. Я)] dr 
^ Rsil^ - У\\ К^) + «6 I 1'Ф> Я) - Хт, Я) - х(т) + у(т)| dt 
+ 
+ 
In fact, Ф = ôPlôt, Ф^ = ôPJdt so that from iii), iv) from the definition of ^ 
|Ф(х, (, Я) - Ф{у, t, X)\ й К\х - y\ 
|Ф(х, t, X) - Ф{у, t. Я) - Ф(х + ((, /, Я) + Ф{у + и, t, Я)| й К\х - у\ \и\ 
and 
\Ф{х{1, Я), t, Я) - Ф{у((, Я), t. Я) - Ф(х(г), ^ Я) + Ф(ХО, t, Х)\ й 
й \Ф{х{и Я), и X) - Ф{у{и Я), t, Я) - Ф(х(0, t. Я) + Ф(х(0 + y{t. Я) - x(f. Я), t, Х)\ + 
+ |Ф(ХО. t, я) - Ф(.х(0 + у{и Я) - x(f, Я), /, Я)| . 
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All analogous result holds for Ф .̂ By a limiting process so as in theproof of Theorem 6 
we get the required estimate for the second right-hand side integral in (47). 
The first integral on the right-hand side of (39) may be evaluated by ii) —ivj):*) 
[f(-4, i;) - f{y,, h) - Q{^, x) + Q{y, >')] dT = 
{'[f{x;., X, + Ф(хд)) - f{y„ Y, + Ф{у,)) - ß(x, x) + Q{y, y)] dT й 
f [f{x„ X, + Ф(хд)) - f{x, X, + Ф{х,)) - f(y + А-Д - X, X;, + Ф(х,)) + 
+ f(y, X, + Ф{х::))] di + 
+ i I [f{y + X, - X, Хд -t- Ф(х,)) - f{y„ X, + Ф(х,))] dt + 
[/(>•;. X, + Ф(хд)) - /(>•, X, + Ф(хд)) - f{y„ Y, + Ф{у,)) + 
+ f{y. Y, + Ф{у,))-] dt + 
[/(x, X, + Ф(хд)) - Дх, X + Ф(х;.)) - f{y, X, + Ф{х,)) + 
+ f{y, X + Ф(х;,))] dt -Ь 
\_f{y, X, + Ф(хд)) - /(у, Уд + Ф{у,)) - /{у, X + Ф(хд)) + 
+ f{y, X + Уд - Хд + Ф(уд))] dt 4-
\ЯУ, У + Ф(У;.)) - ДУ, X + Гд - Хд + Ф(з;д))] dr 
S 
'[fix, X + Ф(хд)) - Дх, X + Ф(х)) - Дх, у + Ф(уд)) + 
+ fix, у + Ф(х) + Ф(уд) - Ф(хд))] dT + 
'[f{x, у + Ф{у)) - Дх, у + Ф(х) + Ф(уд) - Ф(хд))] dt 
*) For the sake of brevity let us omit for this moment the variables т, Я in the functions/, Ф, Q 
and denote х(т, Я) = x;^, у(т^ Я) ^̂  у;̂ , х(т) ^̂  х, у{т) ^ у and analogously Х;^, j ; , .v, j , X^, Y^-
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Г[/(х, у + Ф{у,)) - f{x, у + Ф(у)) - f{y, у + Ф{у,)) + 
+ ЛУ, У + Ф(У))] dt + 
f [Дх, X + Ф{х)) - f{y, у + Ф{у)) - Q{x, х) + Q{y, у)] dt 
*l5' Хя - х| |х - yl + |хя - Уя - ^ + У| + 
+ \Ух - У\ [\Х, - Уя1 + \Ф{х,) - Ф{У,)\] + \х-у\ |Хя - х| + 
+ \Х, - х| 1\Х, - Уя1 + \Ф(х,) - Ф{У,)\] + \X,-Y,-x + y\ + 
+ |Ф(хя) - Ф(х)\ [|х -у\ + |Ф(хя) - Ф(уя)1] + |Ф(хя) - Ф{У,) -
- Ф(х) + Ф(у)| + |х - у| |Ф(уя) - ФС)»)!} dt + J. 
Now we make use of the fact that Ф and Ф̂  fulfil the Lipschitz condition in x (with 
a constant independent of A), of the inequalities 
|x((, X) - y(<, A)| ^ \x{t, X) - y{t, X) - x(t) + y(t){ + \x{t) - y{t)\, 
\X{t, X) - Y{t, X)\ й \X{t, X) - Y{t, X) - x{t) + y{t)\ + \x(t) - y(t)\, 
of the assumption (37) and, finally, of the inequalities 
|Ф(х(г, я), t, X) - Ф{у{г, X), t, Я) - Ф(х(<), t, X) + Ф{y{t), t, Я)| й 
S K\x{t, X) - y(t, X) - x{t) + y{t)\ , 
\Ф,{х{1, Я), t, Я) - Ф,{уи, X), t. Я) - Ф,(х((), t. Я) + ФXy(t), t, Я)| й 
й K\x(t, Я) - y{t, X) - x{t) + y(t)\ 
which are a consequence of the fact that P, P^ have the property ^. In this way, we 
get the final estimate for the first integral in (39) 
[/(X(T, Я), X(T, Я), T, Я) - f{y{T, Я), у(т, Я), т, Я) - Q(X(T), х(т), т) + 
^ ||х - у|| h{X) + Cl Г|х(^, Я) - у(т, Я) - х(т) + у(т)| dt + 
Сг I \Х(т, Я) - F(î, Я) - х(т) + у(т)| dr , 
+ Ô(X^), Дт), т)] dt 
+ 
for the integral denoted by J can be majorized by the same expression if we use an 
analogous method as in the proof of Theorem 6 (cf. (35) and below). 
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Using the facts that /, Ф, Ф^ are bounded and Lipschitzian in x, the boundedness 
of the first derivative x(t, X) of the solution and finally Lemma 2, we get by substituting 
our results into (39) and (40) and after elementary transformations 
\X{t, X) - Y{t, X) - x{t) + y(t)\ й P - y\\ HX) + 
+ У1 |X(T, X) - у{т, X) - х{г) + у(т)\ d9{z, X) + 
Denote 
+ У2 \Х{х, X) - У(т, X) - x(t) + у{т)\ dr , 
J S 
\x(t, X) - y{t, X) - x{t) + y{t)\ s \x - y\ h{X) + 
+ y I \x{x, X) - y{z, X) - x{x) + y{x)\ do (T, Я) + 
+ I \X{x, X) - Y{x, A) - X(T) + y{x)\ ax . 
q,{t, Xj = \x{t, X) - y{t, 1) - x{i) + y{t)\ , 
q^{t, X) = \X{t, X) - Y{t, X) - x{t) + y{t)\ , 
q{t, X) = q^it, X) + q^{t, X) ; 
then 
qi{t, X) ^ ||x - y\\ h{X) + у qi{x, X) d9(x, X) + q2{x, X) d t , 
J s J s 
q^it, X) й \\x - y\\ h{X) + y, !'q,{x, X) d9{x, A) + 72 I q2{x, X) dr , 
q{t, Х)й\\х- y\\ h{X) + (y + 7i) I qi{x, X) d%, A) + (1 + у2) | qiix. A) dx 
As q^ ^ 0, q2 ^ 0, there is 
where 
q{t, X) й \\^ - y\\ Щ + I ф, ^) а&*(ь X) 
Пт,А) = (7 + 7 1 ) % ^ ) + (1 + )'2)т. 
The assertion of Theorem 7, i.e. the inequalities (38) are a consequence of the 
following lemma: 
Lemma 5. Let u(t) be a bounded non-negative function in <s, T), c^ ^ 0, C2 > 0. 
Let 
u{t) ^ Ci + C2 f M(T) daft) 
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for all te <s, T>, S(T) being a non-decreasing and continuous from the left. Then 
u{t^ '^ c^c 
for all te <(5, ту. The constant с dépendes only on C2 and on the variation v of S 
in the interval <s, T>: 
с = 1 + C2ve". 
P roo f is quite analogous to that of Lemma 1. The respective estimates follow 
from Lemma 3.4 [4, p. 371]. 
From this Lemma we get immediately 
q{t, X) й \\x - y\\ h{X) ; 
as qi ^ 0, ^2 = 0? analogous inequalities hold for q^^t, X) (/ = 1,2) too. According 
to our notation, these are the inequahties (38). The proof of Theorem 7 is completed. 
5. In this section we prove a theorem on the existence of a stable periodic solution 
of equation (Ê') with a periodic right-hand side. 
Lemma 6. Let for the right-hand side of a differential equation 
(48) X -h ax + bx = ф(х, x, t) 
the following relation hold: 
(49) lij^ ^{u,,U2,t)-il/{v,,V2,t) ^ Q . 
\\u\\ + \\v\\-^0 \\u - V\\ 
where again \\u\\ = |wi| + \u2\. The linear equation 
X + ax + bx = 0 
let have characteristic roots with negative real parts only. 
Then for any two solutions o/(48) x(t), y(t) with the initial conditions x(s) = x^, 
^(5) = X2; y{s) = J i , y{s) = у2, respectively, which are sufficiently near to zero, 
\x{t) - y{t)\ + \x{t) - j;(Ol й K\\x - y\\ e-" 
holds, K, ц being positive constants. 
Proo f of this lemma can be performed by usual methods of the theory of differen­
tial equations (cf. e.g. [2], Chap. XIII, Theorem 1.1). 
Theorem 8. Let an equation ((£') fulfil the assumptions of Theorem 7. Its limit 
equation (32) let fulfil the assumptions of Lemma 6 if we put 
Q{x, y, t) - Я(х, t) = - ay - bx -^ ф(х, у, t) 
in a convenient way, \l/(0, 0,t) = 0. 
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Let the right-hand side o / ( 2 0 be Ink-periodic in t. 
Then there exist >lj_ > 0, 8 > 0 such that for Я e (0, Я )̂ (2') has one and only one 
stable periodic solution with the initial conditions bounded in absolute value by г, 
the period of which is InX. 
Proof. There exists Л > ^ such that the assertion of Lemma 6 is vaHd for equation 
(32) if only ||x|| < Л, IIJII < Л holds for the initial conditions of x{t). y{t). The 
equation (S') fulfils the assumptions of Theorem 7. Hence 
jx(r, Я) - y{t, Я)| ^ \x{t) - y{t)\ + ||x - y\\ h{X) S 
й \\x - y\ \Ke-''' + h{X)'] . 
As ft(A) -> 0 when Я->0+, e~*^^ -^ 0 when ^ -^ oo, a positive integer n and Я̂  > 0 
exist such that for 0 < Я < Я̂  
\x{s + InnX, X\ — y{s + InnX, Я)| ^ min j - , j ||x — Ц̂ • 
In the same way an analogous inequality for the first derivative of the solution of (ê ') 
(diminished by Ф) can be proved: 
\X{s + Irnil, Я) - Y{s + InnX, X)\ < 
As X{t, I) = x(r, Я) - Ф{x{t, Я), r, Я), 7(r, Я) = з;(г, Я) - Ф{y{t, Я), Г, Я), respectively, 
and Ф fulfils the LipTschitz condition in x, 
|x(5 + InnX, Я) — 3;(s + InnX, Я)| ^ 
Consider a transformation in which to every point x^, X2 + Ф{х^, s, X), ||x|| < Л 
corresponds the point x{s + 2nnX, Я), x(s + 2п7тЯ, Я) where x(/, Я) is the solution 
of (€') with the initial conditions x(s, Я) = x^, x(s, Я) = Хз + Ф{х1, s, X). According 
to the fixed-point theorem there exists a solution for which x(s, Я) = x(s + 2п71Я, Я), 
xfs, Я) = x(s + 2п7сЯ, Я); this solution is unique. According to the assumption of the 
periodicity of the right-hand side of (2'), this solution is obviously periodic with the 
period 2п7гЯ. 
We can make sure easily that this period is 2л;Я, i.e. n = 1. 
In fact, let us suppose that /t Ф 1. Let S3 be a transformation which transforms 
each point z = (z^, Z2), l|z|| < Л to the point (x^(5 + 2л;Я, Я), x (s 4- 2л;Я, Я)) 
where х^ is the solution of ((£') with the initial conditions xj^s, X) •= z^, xj^s, Я) = Z2. 
The intial conditions of the periodic solution (the existence of which we have just 
proved) let be p = (p^, p^) and assume that 83(p) = p* + p (which is equivalent to 
n Ф 1). However, then 93"(p*) Ф p* because of the unicity of the periodic solution. 
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The period of the right-hand side oï((i') being 2nÀ, there is 
a contradiction. Consequently, the period must be InÀ. 
As an example we may consider the equation 
(50) 0 + aè = gL~^ sin 0 - AlT^œ^ sin œt sin (6> - a) , 
a > 0, when CD -^ со, Aco = const.*) The limit equation has the form 
(51) 0 -V a0 ^ gL-' sin 0 - — sin 2(0 - a) . 
At first, let a = 0. If 2gL < A^co^, then (51) has four equilibrium points, two of 
them being asymptotically stable (6> = 0 and 0 = я) and the others unstable (cos 0 = 
== 2gLA~^<x>~^), The stable equilibrium points are preserved even in the equation 
(50). 
The roots 0 of equation 
.2 
gL~^ sin 0 - I — j sin 2(0 - a) = 0 
depending continuously on its coefficients and thus on a, too, equation (51) has for 
a Ф 0 four equilibrium points again which differ little from those of (51) with a = 0. 
Their stability (instability, respectively) is preserved, too. Hence, equation (50) has 
for large CO two periodic solutions with period 2ncû~^ in the vicinity of the equilibrium 
points of (51). 
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Резюме 
О ЗАВИСИМОСТИ ОТ ПАРАМЕТРА РЕШЕНИЙ 
ОДНОГО КЛАССА ДИФФЕРЕНЦИАЛЬНЫХ УРАВНЕНИЙ 
ВТОРОГО ПОРЯДКА 
ИРЖИ ЯРНИК (Jiri Jarnik), Прага 
Настоящая работа связана с результатами П. Л. Капицы и С. Лояшевича 
[7], которые исследовали дифференциальные уравнения, аналогичные уравне­
нию движения математического маятника, точка подвеса которого колеблется 
с большой частотой и малой амплитудой. Существенно исползуются методы 
теории обобщенных дифференциальных уравнений, разработанной Я. Курц-
вейлем [3] —[6]. 
1. В работе исследуется дифференциальное уравнение второго порядка (1), 
где /, ср определены для ХЕ G (G — открытое подмножество Е„), tе <s, Т>, 
О < /I ^ Яо и непрерывны по (х, t) в G х <s, Т>. Функция / удовлетворяет (2) 
в своей области определения {К^ — постоянная). 
Функция (р выполняет следующие предположения: 
i) Существуют функции Ф, Р, Ф ,̂ Р^ от (х, t, Я), определенные в G х <s, Г> х 
X (О, Яо) и непрерывные в G х <s, Т> так, что выполнено (3) (индекс х обозна­
чает дифференцирование по х). 
ii) Выполняется (4) во всей области определения Ф, Ф .̂ 
ш) Вьшолняется (5) равномерно в G х <s, Т>. 
iv) Существует TJQ > О я непрерывная неубывающая функция œ(rj) в <0, г}оУ, 
ш(0) = О так, что для |̂ 2 ~ ^i| ^ ?/о» |^2 — ^i | ^ ^о и для всех Я G (О, Яо> вы­
полняется (6). 
Уравнение (1), правая часть которого выполняет приведенные условия, 
будем обозначать (ê). 
На основании соотношения (13) доказываются следующие теоремы: 
Теорема 1. Пусть x(t, Я) — решение уравнения (ê) на интервале (^s, ТУ с на­
чальными значениями x{s^ Я) = Х1(Я), x{s. Я) = Х2(Я), для которых выполняется 
(7) {К2 — постоянная). Тогда выполняется (8). 
Теорема 2. Пусть ^^(Я), x^eG, ^ (̂Я) -^ х^, ^li^ — Ф(̂ 1(Я), .У. Я) -> Х2 если 
Я -> 0+. Пусть существуют функции Н{х, t),f{x, t), определенные и непрерывные 
в G X (^s, ту так, что (9) выполнено равномерно для ХЕ G, te(^s Ту, Пусть 
функции / , Ф^ выполняют условие Липшица по х с постоянной M (независимой 
от Я). Пусть уравнение (20) с начальными значениями x{s) = Xi, x(s) = Х2 
имеет однозначное решение x(t), определенное в < ,̂ Г> и принадле:жащее облас­
ти G. 
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Тогда, для Я > О достаточно малых, существует решение х(г, Я) уравнения {S) 
6 <^s, ту с начальными условиями х^^Х), Х2(Я), и соотношение (21) выполняется 
равномерно в <^s, Т}. 
2. Для простоты предположим, что / и начальные условия не зависят от Я 
т.е. / (х , t. Я) = / (х , t), Xi(X) = JCi, Х2(Я) = Х2 + ^(xi , 5, Я). Далее, пусть со(?7) = 
= 1Сз(̂ ) и пусть (28) выполняется для всех х е G, Г G <5, Т> и Я е (О, Яо> (5 — 
— постоянная). 
Тогда, если выполняются предположения Теоремы 2, имеет место оценка 
|х(/, Я) - x(t)\ ^ const. Я̂  ехр [л/(2М) (t - 5)] 
для всех Я > О достаточно малых и ^ G <s, T) . Показатель | нельзя улучшить, 
как показывает пример уравнения х = Я^ cos [Я~^(^ — х)] с начальными усло­
виями Xi{X) = Xi = 0̂  Х2(Я) = Х2 = 1. 
Если ввести несколько более строгие предположения, касающиеся гладкости 
функций Р, W, H по X, то можно доказать аналогичную оценку, в которой Я 
представится линейно. 
3. Далее будем исследовать уравнение (Г), правая часть которого подчинена 
аналогичным условиям, как в статье 1 ; функция / зависит от первой производ­
ной решения. Доказывается теорема, аналогичная Теореме 1 и 
Теорема 6. Пусть х^ G G, Xi[X) -> х^, Х2(Я) — Ф^х^^Х), s, Я) -^ Х2, если Я ->- 0+, 
Дх , J, t, Я) определена для у G G\ G' з E [ j ; \у\ ^ |x2| + Ki]. Пусть существуют 
функции Я(х, t), ö(x, у, t), определенные в G х <^s, Т} или G х G' х {s, Г>, 
lim Фх{^^ '̂ 5 ^ (̂•̂ •> '̂ 5 Я) d r = Я(х , т) ёт , 
l im / ( х , J + Ф(х, T, Я), Г, Я) d t = (^2 - ^1) Q{^. У^ О 
равномерно в области определения. 
Пусть функции f, Ф^ выполяют условие Липшица по х (/то:же по у, t) с посто­
янной, независящей от X. 
Пусть уравнение (32) имеет однозначное решение с начальными условиями 
Xj, Х2, определенное на интервале (^s, Г>. 
Тогда для всех достаточно малых Я > О существует решение x[t, Я) уравне­
ния {<û') с начальными условиями х^^Х), Х2(Я), и (33) имеет место равномерно 
в <̂ , ту 
4. Будем говорить, что функция U обладает свойством .^, если сущест­
вует постоянная К и функция h{Xj,limh(X) = О так, что неравенства i) —iv) 
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выполняются для всех t, t^, ?2, х, у, X из области определения U и для |̂ 2 "~ ^i| 
\х — у\, \ы\ достаточно малых. 
Теорема 7. Пусть уравнение (7) удовлетворяет предположениям Теоремы 6. 
Пусть Ф^ выполяет условие Липшица по х с постоянной, не зависящей от Я. 
Пусть функции Р, Р^, W = jl[4^ — Я] dr имеют свойство 0^\ для функции 
/(х, W, Х, Я) пусть имеют место неравенства i) —1Уз) (стр, 126—127) {К — посто­
янная, lim /г(Я) = 0). 
Далее, пусть для каж:дых двух решений х{х), y{t) предельного уравнения (32) 
с начальными значениями Xi, х21 Уг, Уг имеет место (37) для всех t е (^s, Т} 
(R — постоянная, \\и\\ — норма вектора («1,̂ 2)» например, \\и\\ = |wi| 4- |«2|). 
Пусть x{t), y{t) — решения (32) в (̂ -j Г> с начальными значениями х^, ^2; yi, У2-
Пусть x[t, Я), j(f, Я) — решения (Г) в <(̂ , Г>, принадлежащие G и с начальными 
значениями х^, Х2 + Ф(х1, s. Я); у^, j2 + ^{Уи^, Я). 
Тогда для всех t е <5, Г> имеет место неравенство (38), гЭе X(f, Я) = х(г, Я) ~ 
- Ф{х{х, Я), f, Я), У(г, Я) = дг, Я) - 0{y{t, Я), f, Я), lim h{X) = 0. 
Доказательство теоремы 7 основано на соотношении (41), где U — функ­
ция, обладающая свойством ^ , и 9(г, Я) = Г+ 6)(г, Я), 0{t, Я) — неубывающая 
по частям, постоянная, слева непрерывная функция с вариацией t — s; у ~ пос­
тоянная и lim h(X) = 0. 
5. Теорема 8. Пусть уравнение (<f') удовлетворяет предполо^ясениям Теоремы 7. 
Длл его предельного уравнения (32) пусть имеет место соотношение (49), если 
написать его удобным способом в форме (48); все характеристические корни 
линейного уравнения х + ах + Ъх — О пусть имеют отрицательные действи­
тельные части. 
Пусть правая часть уравнения {Е') Ink — периодическая по t. 
Тогда существует в > О такое, что {Е') имеет одно и только одно устойчивое 
периодическое решение с периодом 2пХ и с начальными значениями по абсолютной 
величине < е. 
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